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January 2024 

New Year Celebration @ Head Office  

The officers and staff at the H O celebrated  ushered the New Year 2024 with 

gaiety. The Secretary, Dr. E. Naveen Nicolas, IAS., extended his new year 

greetings to all.  

  

 

Renaissance - 2024 

      The Society organized state level competitions (Renaissance - 2024) in science 

fair (Ignite), literary & cultural(All–go- rhythm), Youth Parliament and Model United 

Nations (MUN) for the students of V to Intermediate, which reached a thrilling 

climax at the valedictory function, adorned with a spectacular fashion show. 

Students confidently walked the ramp, showcasing their unique styles and talents. 

The highlight of the evening was the crowning ceremony, where Miss TSWREIS, Mr. 

TSWREIS, and the deserving runner-up were adorned with prestigious titles, 

symbolizing their outstanding achievements and contributions. Adding 

excitement to the event, winners across the competitions were honored with cash 

prizes and certificates, recognizing their dedication and prowess in their 

respective fields. The valedictory function not only celebrated academic 

excellence but also embraced the spirit of diversity and creativity through the 

dazzling fashion show. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Republic Day Celebration @ Head Office  

    The 74th Republic Day was celebrated at the H O by unfurling the national flag 

by the Secretary, Dr. Naveen Nicolas, IAS. Commendation letters were awarded 

to the teachers who excelled in implementing various programmes in their 

institutions.  

 

 

Principal Secretary’s visit to H O  

     Our Principal Secretary, Sri Sridhar Babu, IAS visited H O and interacted with the 

officers and staff. A presentation of the activities and achievements of the Society 

was done.  

  



  

Capacity Building Programmes 

One Day workshop on corporal punishment and its influence on safety and 

learning 

     One day batch wise workshop for selected School Leaders on  "Corporal 

Punishment and its Influence on Safety and Learning" was organized by M/s Alokit 

Education Leadership PVt Ltd., at Narsingi. The S Ls explored the impact of 

corporal punishment on student learning, built clarity on appropriate strategies 

that can be used to avoid corporal punishments through different case studies 

and worked on deciding their actions based on the intensity of corporal 

punishments in our institutions. The S Ls planned on how to communicate the 

strategies to reduce corporal punishment at our institutions.  
 

 

Centre for Law & Public Administration – MCR HRD 

    Various training programmes such as Human Resource Management and 

Governance, Basic Computer Training to School Teachers under ICTESS, Project 

Management-Planning, Execution & Evaluation, Ethics in Governance, Service 



Matters and Child Centric Disaster Risk Deduction at MCR HRD by the Centre for 

Law & Public Administration department for Principals, Lecturers , Superintendents  

and Jr. Assistants.    

PLES (Professional Learning for Educators Series) 

    Conducted Tier-3 PLES (Professional Learning for Educators Series) programme 

for the selected TGTs (Cohort 3) by  Aga khan Academy. 
 

 

Janyaa  Rangoli, Creative Fair & Social Innovation Challenge 

    Janyaa Scientific rangoli saw students creatively display their 

knowledge by drawing maths and science concepts of their 

choice on the school grounds using chalk or rangoli.  In Janyaa 

Creative Fair the students designed new experiments,  recreated 

Janyaa experiments using alternative materials that are easily 

available to them and in Janyaa Social Innovation Challenge the students 

applied the acquired knowledge to combat the social and 

environmental issues in their communities. They implemented the 

JLIB learning to design solution models such as rainwater 

harvesting, water conservation, flood control management, 

alternative energy, etc., 



 

English Language Enhancement program for Teachers 

    60 TGTs & PGTs from TSWRE institutions  participated in a 160 hours training 

programme- ‘English Language Enhancement for Teachers’ conducted by Tara 

Learning Solutions between July-December 2023. This was organised in order to 

build confidence in teachers in speaking English in the classrooms. Certificates 

were awarded to the participants who completed the course.  
 

 

Project Sampoorna - WCD Safe & Inclusive School Initiatives activities in schools 
 

 Building Safe School Cultures & Holistic development in Social Welfare 

Residential Schools  
 

    Project Sampoorna and school-level actors have been trying to create a 

school environment focused on children’s holistic development in which 

disruptions are minimized, students feel heard, and where students are 

encouraged to be collaborative, empathic, and kind to one another.  



    In an effort to cultivate a safe, inclusive and encouraging school environment, 

Project Sampoorna has been supporting in  implementing various monthly school-

wide activities to achieve a greater goal.  Activities focusing on alleviating body 

shaming across schools among students was a key activity in the months of 

January - February. Along with circle time topics and various cooperative games 

also focused on building cooperation, collaboration, kindness and the very ethos 

that we can only succeed together. 
 

  Integration of Social Emotional Learning (SEL) in these classrooms across 37 

schools through SEL focused lesson plans focus not only on integrating SEL to 

create a supportive and inclusive classroom environment in which students feel 

valued, respected, and safe to express themselves, fostering a positive learning 

environment, but also on how teachers actually teach and engage students in 

academic aspects    for classes V to VIII. Few of the competencies that are being 

focused on self esteem, perseverance, critical thinking, collaboration and 

empathy.  
 

Recognizing Excellence 

    In a heartwarming ceremony that radiated pride and celebration, Dr. E. 

Naveen Nicolas, IAS., the Secretary, TSWREIS honored exceptional students of 

TSWREIS Centers of Excellence (CoEs) who achieved the remarkable feat of 

securing admissions into prestigious IITs, IIITs & NITs. The event marked not only their 

academic triumph but also the commitment of TSWREIS to nurturing talent and 

providing opportunities for growth. The Secretary, beaming with pride, bestowed 

cash incentives and state-of-the-art laptops to them. This initiative not only 

acknowledges their academic prowess but also serves as a powerful motivator 

for aspiring scholars within the TSWREIS community. 
 

    The distribution of cash incentives is a tangible recognition of the students' 

dedication, and the laptops provided aim to equip them with the necessary tools 

to excel in their academic pursuits. These devices represent more than just 

technology; they symbolize access to knowledge, connectivity, and the digital 

resources that will empower these students to excel in their chosen fields. 
 

   The students, visibly elated and grateful for the recognition, expressed their 

appreciation for the support and opportunities provided by TSWREIS. Their success 

stories serve as beacons of inspiration for their peers, encouraging them to strive 

for excellence and dream big.  

 

    

 

 



 
 

Workshop on the Mental Well-being of Students for teachers and Principals  

     This 2 days program organized by the Public Health Foundation of India 

provided insights into identifying and understanding behavioral issues among 

students. Speakers shared strategies for supporting students' mental health at the 

institutional level. Participants learned to create a supportive environment using 

Power Point presentations, energizers, activities, and techniques transferable to 

their institutions. Principals were instructed to follow specific steps such as forming 

a School Counselling Committee (SCC) with the Principal, Vice-principal, 3 

teachers and 3 students, conducting a workshop at the regional level  and school 

level after the training, maintaining a register with class-wise student details 

divided into four zones, listing a minimum of 5 problems and discussing action 

plans to resolve issues, providing general counseling for students with identified 

problems and holding a weekly review meeting every Wednesday to assess 

progress and update the register.  

 

    The training sessions at the institutions level are recommended to be 

conducted in June, October, and January to enhance mental resilience, physical 

health, and academic performance. The aim is to empower students and staff to 

face life challenges, utilize their potential effectively, and foster a happy and 

healthy institutional environment. The success of this program is anticipated to 

positively impact students' mental well-being, strengthen coping mechanisms, 

and prevent adverse decisions. 
 
 



 
 

 TSWRDCs (W) State level Sports Meet for the year 2024 was held in TSWRDC (W), 

Budvel, from 27th to 30th January 2024. 30 TSWR Degree Colleges participated in 

this Sports Meet. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“5E Champion Profile Building” was organized in TSWR Law College, L. B. Nagar,    

Hyderabad. 
 

         

  Few of TSWRDCs students received  Internship certificates from GHMC Council 

Members  in a function organized to felicitate them in Hyderabad. 

 

Mass Mutual Lab was inaugurated at @ TSWRDCW Jagathgirigutta  by John 

Rougel, CEO.,  Ravi Tanndirala Vice President and Mass mutual Team.  



 

   A one-day National Seminar on "Current Scenario & Future Prospects of 

Pharmaceutical Industry & Research" was organized by TSWRDC (W), 

Mahabubabad, in association with Indian Pharmacy Graduates' Association, 

Telangana.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



An exposure visit to NIFT (National Institute of Fashion Technology) was organized  

for 50 students of BDT, Siricilla,  
 

 
 

    
   Exposure visit to Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory (DMRL) was 

organized for a selected group of TSWRDC students. 
 

 

 

“Women Tech Program”  was launched in TSWRDC (W), Budhera by  NIRMAN 

Organization which was attended by the sponsors State Street and few of the 

faculty.  



 

    Graduate & P G  students of TSWRDCs attended Republic Day Celebrations at  

Public Gardens, Hyderabad.   

 

 

Laurels in Sports & Games  

TSWREIS JUDOKAS have grabbed 15 Gold, 5 Silver and 3 Bronze in U17 and U19 at 

the  SGFI State Judo Championships held at Karimnagar and Warangal. Ms. Ch. 

Keerthana, 2000 mtrs Steeplechase Athlete from TSWREIS Athletics Academy,  

Warangal is selected to 42 days assessment camp in preparation of upcoming 

Asian Games & Olympic Games under IOCL CSR initiative.   



 
 

   14 Handball players from TSWREIS hand ball academies, Ghanpur and 

Rayaparthy secured 12 Gold medal, 1 Silver and 1 bronze medals at the 67th U-

17 SGF State handball Championship held at Mahabubnagar, Telangana. 5 

players from the handball academy were selected for the 45th Junior Girls 

National Handball Championship 2024 held in Saran, Bihar. Handball academy 

players  also secured  one gold and ten silver medals in the Junior state level 

handball championship held in Asifabad.  
 

   Swetha and Nikhitha from the  Cricket Academy, Kammadanam were 

selected for the 67th National School Games Federation in cricket, under-19 Girls 

Championship held in Ahmedabad, Gujarat.  

 

    Two Judokas, masters Ranga and Praveen Kumar from TSWR Judo academy, 

Bhongir secured  silver and bronze medals in 50 kg and 40 kg category 

respectively and  Akshitha from the Judo academy, Madikonda secured silver 

medal in the 67th SGFI National Judo Championship held in Ludhiana, Punjab.      



       

   6 soft ball players from the Soft ball academies, Suddapally and Armoor won 

three Gold and three Silver medals at the 20th Senior South Zone National Softball 

Championship, held in Jangaon, Telangana. 

          

  FIVE players from the girls’ Kabaddi academy, Nallakanche were selected for 

the prestigious Khelo India Youth Games-2023 held in Chennai.  



              

   Spandana and  Dayakar from the TSWR Judo academies and Rahul and 

Neerikshan from Kho – Kho academy were selected to the prestigious Khelo India 

Youth Games 2023 held in Chennai.      

            

  TSWREIS grabbed seventh time overall championship in the 7th Inter Society 

League held in Utnoor, Kothagudem district. Our golfers from the golf academy, 

Gowlidodi exhibited a professional performance in the inaugural first leg of the 

South Zone Golf Tournament 2024 held in Madikeri, Karnataka. 

 

 

 

 



February 2024 

A Fond Farewell and a warm welcome: Dr. Naveen Nicolas, IAS, bids adieu as 

new Secretary assumes office 
 

  In a bittersweet moment that echoed with both nostalgia and anticipation, the 

Head Office bid farewell to Secretary, Dr. Naveen Nicolas, IAS, as he completed 

his tenure, paving the way for a new chapter under the leadership of the 

incoming Secretary. The send-off ceremony, attended by fellow officers and staff, 

was a poignant occasion marked by expressions of gratitude, reminiscences, and 

the passing of the torch to a new steward. 
 

  The outgoing Secretary, Dr. Naveen Nicolas, received heartfelt accolades for his 

exemplary service and transformative leadership during his tenure. Colleagues 

commended his dedication, vision, and tireless efforts in steering the Society 

through various challenges, leaving an indelible mark on the organization. In a 

gracious speech, Dr. Naveen Nicolas expressed his gratitude to the entire team 

for their unwavering support and collaboration. He reflected on the shared 

accomplishments, challenges overcome, and the collective spirit that defined 

their journey t ogether. As he bid farewell, he imparted words of wisdom to his 

colleagues, urging them to continue striving for excellence and upholding the 

principles that guide the institution. The send-off to Secretary Dr. Naveen Nicolas, 

IAS, was a poignant reminder of the dynamic nature of leadership transitions. The 

torch passed from one capable leader to another, ensuring the continued 

progress and success of TSWREIS. 

 

 
 

 

 



   The atmosphere shifted from nostalgia to anticipation as the new Secretary, Ms. 

A. Seetha Lakshmi, IAS., assumed office. The transition was seamless, with the 

incoming Secretary expressing gratitude for the warm welcome and 

acknowledging the legacy left by her predecessor. The handover of 

responsibilities was marked by a symbolic exchange, symbolizing continuity and 

the commitment to building upon the foundation laid by Secretary, Dr. Naveen 

Nicolas, IAS. Other officers and staff members extended her a warm welcome 

and shared their thoughts on the transition, expressing optimism about the fresh 

perspective the new Secretary brings. The camaraderie among team members 

was evident as they welcomed the new leadership with open hearts, eager to 

embark on a new chapter of growth and innovation. 

 

 

Empowering Education: Chief Minister distributes appointment orders to the 
newly recruited teachers in residential institutions 
    In a momentous occasion that marked a significant stride towards enhancing the 
educational landscape, the hon’ble Chief Minister of Telangana, Sri Anumula Revanth 
Reddy, took center stage to distribute appointment orders to a cohort of newly recruited 
teachers destined for residential institutions. This event not only symbolized the 
government's commitment to bolstering the education sector but also underscored the 
pivotal role these educators will play in shaping the future of countless students. 
 

   The ceremony, held with due pomp and circumstance, showcased the government's 
dedication to providing quality education in residential institutions. The Chief Minister, 
adorned with the responsibility of fostering academic excellence, personally handed over 
the appointment letters to the enthusiastic teachers, echoing a strong message of support 
for their crucial role in moulding young minds. The newly appointed teachers induction 
into residential institutions signifies a strategic move towards creating an environment 
conducive to holistic learning, where not only academic knowledge but also life skills are 
imparted. 
 



   Addressing the gathering, the Chief Minister emphasized the government's vision for 
transforming these residential institutions into centers of educational excellence. The 
distribution of appointment orders was not merely an administrative formality but a 
symbolic gesture of entrusting the future of the younger generation to capable hands.This 
initiative aligns with the government's broader strategy to elevate the standard of 
education, particularly in residential institutions that cater to students from various 
backgrounds. The Chief Minister reiterated the importance of investing in quality 
education as a means to empower individuals and uplift communities.  
 

 

Centre for Law & Public Administration – MCR HRD 

      Various trainings such as Poverty Alleviation Programs in Telangana (GoI), 

Disciplinary & Vigilance Procedures, Communication and Presentation Skills, and 

Addressing Skills Gaps-Role of Government Departments were conducted at 

MCR HRD by the Centre for Law & Public Administration department for Principals, 

Lecturers , Superintendents  and Jr. Assistants.  

 
 



ToT Training on Mental Well being  
 

   TSWREIS have been instrumental in providing quality education and support to 

around 1.5 lakh students annually across 268 institutions in the state. In response 

to the academic and mental health challenges posed by the COVID-19 

pandemic, a three-day workshop was organized for Regional Coordinating 

Officers and Principals (ToTs) batch wise at the Head Office. 
 

            

 
 

School Leadership Institution Level Training by Alokit  
 

  School Leaders trained their  teachers at their institutions based on the workshop 

on Corporal Punishment. Teachers read various strategies to manage student 

behavior. The Alokit team members visited institutions to support Principal and JVP 

to learn about Active Learning and Positive School Culture practices. 
 



 
 

Project Sampoorna - WCD Safe & Inclusive School Initiatives activities in schools 
 

    As Part of SEL lesson plan under critical thinking skill the science teachers 

performs demonstration, under cooperative games, trust walk is done by the 

students  and We Succeed Together Agreement-  a school wide general rules for 

all to read, understand and agreed signed by the students, principal, teaching 

and non teaching faculty are few of the initiatives done in the institutions. . 
 

 
        As part of building Safe School Cultures & Holistic development in our schools,  

Circle Time with the theme  "If You Want to Set One Rule for Family What It Could 

Be " was conducted In TSWRS, (B), Mudigonda. 
 



 
 

Winning Laurels  

    Guguloth Vinayak, TSWRS, Korutla  participated and won Silver medal in kho-

kho U-14 (B) in the  67th  national  level SGF 2023-24 organised by School Education 

department,  Govt of Jharkhand held at Ranchi, Jharkhand.   

 

 
 

INSPIRE MANAK Award 

   V . Uma Devi, a student of class X, TSWRS, Chevella,  participated in the 10th 

National level Exhibition and Project Competition 2023, with her theme and model 

- “ecological alternative to plastic” (which was among 470 models selected from 

various states) organised by the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Govt 

of India. 
 



 
 

Design Thinking & Prototyping  
 

    B. Harshavardhan, class X, TSWRS (B), Korutla, is selected for the State level 

INSPIRE Awards-MANAK  2022-23 organised by School education department for 

his innovation of a gadget for plucking mangoes under the guidance his science 

teacher, Mr.  B. Koteshwar. 
 

 
 

NTA has released JEE MAINS Session-1  result. Y Sairam from IIT, Gowlidoddi 

secured 99.47 Percentile, which is the highest in the history of our Society. Out of 

1446 students, 500 qualified for advanced as per last year cutoff (51.97 Percentile 

for SC). 13 students secured more than 95, 46 students more than 90 and 120 

students secured more than 80 Percentiles.  



  1 level Screening Test  for TSWR COE CET 2024 was conducted on 4th February 

2024 with 96.42 % attendance. The 2nd level screening test for TSWR COE CET-

2024 in 48 exam centers with overall attendance of 94.94 %.  
 

Science Day Celebrations     

   TSWRS, Medchal organised science day in a very grand manner with many 

projects on display. The objectives of this programm was to provide a platform  to 

the students to showcase their talents and bring out their creativity.  
 

 
 

 

The hon’ble Chief Minister, Sri  A. Revanth Reddy, congratulated the Telangana 

softball girls’ team (of which five of the main players, including the captain Indu, 

are from TSWREIS) for winning the National Championship title at the 41st 

National Soft Championship, held in Patna. 
 

 
 



  The new building for the RDC, Adilabad was inaugurated by  Smt.  Shyamala 

Devi, IAS., Addl Collector (Rev), Adilabad.  
 

 
 

  Three-day Lecture Series on “Applications of Mathematics & Statistics” was 

organized by TSWRDC (W), Suryapet,  

 

 

 

 

 



 A Guest Lecture on “Constitutional Values and Communal Harmony” by CPS 

and Murthy in TSWR Law College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 

 

  Menstrual Hygiene Awareness Programme was conducted in TSWR Law 

College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad by Dr. Rajesh and Dr. Srivani sponsored by 

Nirmaan Organization.  
 

 

 

 

 



  The department of Chemistry, TSWRDC (W), Karimnagar  organized National 

Seminar on “Environmental Protection and Monitoring Techniques”  

 

 

   TSWRDC (W), Khammam organized National Seminar on “Applications of 

Statistics and Mathematics with 77 registrations and 48 paper presentations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 



TSWRDC (W), Nalgonda, organized a one day National Seminar on 

“Contemporary issues in Commerce and Management” with 141 registrations. 

 

 

 

 

“Telugu Literary Congress” was organised by the Department of Telugu, 

Osmania University, Hyderabad, in the Osmania University campus. 

 

Faculty Development Program for Physics faculty was organized by the Tata 

Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Hyderabad, Central University. 



  

State level Literary & Cultural competitions - VIBRATIONS - 2024 held in TSWRDC 

(W), Kamareddy. 30 TSWR Degree colleges participated.  

 

    Awareness program on “Library Automation (KOHA) and for NAAC Criteria 

4.2” was organized by Higher Education Wing, TSWREIS, Hyderabad, in TSWR Law 

College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 

 



 

   Seminar on “Novel insights about Mitochondiral Biology and Dynamics” by  Dr. 

Arun and Dr. Ruchika, Medical Faculty, Heinrich-Heine University, Düsseldorf, on 

17.02.2024 in TSWR Law College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 

 

  A selected group of TSWR DC students participated in a workshop on "Prakruthi 

Paata Vyakthithva Vikasam" -  Yuva Rachayithula Sammelanam was organized 

by Telangana Saraswath Parishad.   



 

  TPO Panel Training Session tailored for Resume Building was organzied by 

Workruit platform in TSWR Law College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 

 

One-day medical camp was conducted by Nirmaan Organization in TSWR Law 

College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 



    

    25 TSWR degree colleges were awarded ISO Certification in a function 

organized in TSWR PG & Law College, L B Nagar, Hyderabad. 

     

GST certificate award ceremony  was organised on in TSWR PG & Law College, 

L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad. 

 



Nirmaan Organization organized a placement drive in TSWRDC, Budhera.  

 

 Jana Gana Mana Abhiyaan, Hyderabad  conducted competitions in  essay 

writing, one-minute video, and slogan writing for the students of TSWR Law 

College, L. B. Nagar, Hyderabad on the occasion of Republic Day.   

         

  TSWRDCs entered in to a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with 

Telangana Academy for Skill & Knowledge (TASK) for introducing various skill 

based courses for students which would enable employability.  

33 athletes from TSWREIS participated in NIDJAM - 2024 National Inter District Junior 

Athletics Meet held in Ahmadabad, Gujarat.   



  Boxers from the boxing academy, Chilkur secured  gold, silver and  bronze 

medals in the 3rd Sub Junior State Championship held in the Railway Institute, 

Lalaguda, Secunderabad. 

     

 
 

  4 softball players from the soft ball academy, Armoor are selected for the 41th 

junior National Softball championship held in Patna, Bihar. 

G Rajesh from the athlete academy, Chilkur won a bronze medal in heptathlon 

with 3427 points in  the 19th Inter-District National Athletics Meet held in 

Ahmedabad, Gujarat. TSWREIS handball academies, Ghanpur and Rayaparthy 

players won 3 gold, 12 silver and 3 bronze medals in the Senior State Level 

Handball Championship held at Karimnagar.   

 6 players fro the softball academy, Suddapally secured gold medal in the 41st 

Junior Softball National Championship 2024 held in Patna, Bihar.   

      



 

5 of our golf academy players grabbed 5 medals in the 3rd leg of the South Zone 

Nationals held at the TNGF Cosmo Golf Club, Chennai. 3 of our Golf academy 

players have grabbed 5 medals in the 4th leg of the South Zone Nationals at the 

Bangalore Golf Club – BGC Junior Golf Championship held in Bangalore from 

26.02.2024 to 28.02.2024. 

Abstract of Sports Achievements during 2024  
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2024 - - - - - 8 5 2 75 90 37 29 12 78 168 

 

 

Golf Academy promotion 
 

  TSWREI Society introduced Golf Academy not merely as an academy but a 

launch pad for young talent. Guided by seasoned coaches and enriched with 

illuminating masterclasses, our students have soared from humble beginnings to 

championship triumphs. TSWREIS Golf Academy is where excellence is cultivated, 

and where the legends of the future are forged. 

    In a Golf Academy promotion event, an interactive workshop was done with 

coach Mr. Sanketh, in Hyderabad Golf Club, Golconda. Sri C V Ananad IPS., 

Director, ACB., had a friendly game with our budding players. As a gesture of 

recognition of outstanding players, certificate was awarded to them.   
 

 


